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INTRODUCTION

I’m making an assumption, a big assumption — you want to get rich! If you don’t, stop reading
— you’re wasting your time. You want to be in the top 10%, 5%, or maybe even the elite 1%.
There are over five million millionaires in the United States and you want to be one of them.
Money-making is all about spirit. The fact is, investors and visioneurs (visionary entrepreneurs)
look at the world differently and this mindset opens their eyes.
Investors who put money into ventures expect a financial return, while visioneurs set out to make
it big and relentlessly challenge the status quo!
My intention is to fire up the spirit of investors, visioneurs and other big thinkers who want to
invest in game changers. Visioneurs aim to change the world and financial investors add fuel to
the fire. Financial investors can also score bonus points by shorting the road kill that will
inevitably litter the landscape.
From this point on I will use the term investors to refer to both visioneurs who invest
time and energy, and financial investors who invest money.

To really capitalize on change, it’s critical to look at the world the right way.
“… if you look out into the fog and you can just make out even the outline of what an industry is
going to look like, you can buy companies today that will benefit from these structural changes
…” — Andy Kessler, former hedge fund manager.
At this point, I’d love to pull out a crystal ball and see the Next Big Thing, I really would.

But … “Trying to predict the future is like trying to drive down a country road at night with no
lights while looking out the back window.” — Peter Drucker.
I don’t know what the future holds, but I’m really good at studying technology trends and
anticipating how these technologies will rip apart whole industries.
I want to see the dots, connect the dots, and then invest in game changers — the next big thing!
As for the road kill that will litter the landscape, all I can say is that I agree wholeheartedly with
W. Edwards Deming — "It is not necessary to change. Survival is not mandatory."
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I love helping people think outside the box — way outside the box. Think about something as
mainstream as home entertainment. Let’s look at the world as it is today, what’s ripping apart
industries, and most importantly how to make money on the winners and losers.
AT A GLANCE

Home Entertainment is part of a series on the Smart Home that cover products that 1) Simplify
our lives, 2) Entertain us, and 3) give us Peace of Mind.
There’s more to life than working and taking care of our families. Fun is important. It helps us
escape when we need it most and it adds excitement to our lives. While entertainment is going
mobile, there’s still a place for it at home. Home is where we can let loose or just relax.
Video games face a bright future, especially in light of future virtual reality/ holographic
systems. Our entire home may end up a futuristic fun zone.
In Home Entertainment, we’ll explore the endless possibilities of technology in and around the
house. Then we’ll look at the big picture; that is the playing field — past, present, and future.
After that, we’ll explore game changers within the market, as well as ripple effects that spread
out like shockwaves. Finally, and most importantly, we’ll look at making money by figuring out
how to spot winners and losers early using tools such as PEST, VIPR, Story Time, and Finding
Midas.
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

Overall, Home Entertainment faces an identity crisis as entertainment is virtualized and no
longer tethered to the home. Content is digitized, downloaded, and streamed to an ever
increasing number of mobile devices. Retail no longer sells much of the content we consume.
Devices however offer unexplored territory as consumers embrace emerging technologies.
Blockbuster movies and popular TV shows are likely to be with us for a long time because most
people are trend followers. Humans are social creatures with an intense desire to belong.
However, the major threat facing entertainment companies isn’t other forms of entertainment per
se, it’s time. Entertainment is fragmented. Our time is being sliced into more and more pieces
with the advent of social media and mobilization. Even so, emerging technologies will change
entertainment as we know it.
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Artificial intelligence, automation, and robotics are destined to create even more markets for
game-playing. If there’s one thing people never tire of — it’s fun.
Let’s dive in → what are some future scenarios for entertainment?
Games we play

Today’s video games will pale in comparison to tomorrow’s games.
2D, even 3D is so yesterday. Holographic and virtual reality displays are the future. Actually
being at the game is way more fun than watching it on TV. And, we will be at the game —
virtually.
Augmented reality (AR) systems will re-shape the world — showing us what we want, and
hiding whatever we don’t want to see. The world will be our new playing field. We’ll play with
friends all over the world. Location won’t matter anymore. Ultimately we’ll play our games in
make-believe reality.
Music in our ears

Imagine any song instantly available. That may ultimately be the future of music.
Right now we listen to whatever songs are on the radio or we log into the cloud for internet radio
or our own collection of music. But that’s not what we want. We want to listen to whatever song
we feel like listening to — right now.
Either cloud-based streaming services will give us what we want, or consumers will migrate
away — maybe moving to shared personal clouds. In the end, consumers will shape the digital
age — give it time.
Video

Video dominates our lives. We spend countless hours staring at computers, phones, tablets, and
televisions.
Screens are where the action is, but not for long. Future systems will strip images off screens and
slap them on surfaces all around us. Or, images will be projected in front of our eyes. Either way,
screens will end up essentially obsolete as everything becomes a screen.
Like the video games we play, movies will surround us. We might stop watching movies.
Instead, we’ll become part of the movie. Imagine scenes coming alive. Instead of watching
dinosaurs in Jurassic Park, we’ll be in Jurassic Park — at least that’s the way it’ll feel. VR
(Virtual Reality) body suits will make all the difference in selling us full life-like experiences.
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THE BIG PICTURE

Macro forces trump everything else. Investing against major trends is like pushing a boulder up a
hill. Regardless of what industries or companies you’re looking at, look at the big picture first.
Investing in technology in early 2000 wasn’t very smart — in fact it was like getting run over by
a freight train. Same goes for just about any stock in the fall of 2008. It was a massacre.

Playing Field

Before you invest your time, energy, and hard earned money, it’s a really good idea to survey the
playing field even though industries today are like shifting sands in the desert. Sometimes it
helps if you narrow down the field. Home entertainment means different things to different
people. For some it’s the digital living room. Others add in video games. Personally I think home
entertainment is a bit of a misnomer in today’s world. With high-powered computers in our
pockets, entertainment is wherever we are. Nevertheless, let’s at least attempt to breakdown
home entertainment along traditional lines and then explore other possibilities. Entertainment
comes in various forms such as music, television, and video games.
______________

One way to really understand what’s going on is to MAP it.
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Map the past
Assess the present situation, & explore
Possibilities for the future

Map the past.

Looking at the past is pretty easy. Overall market performance is easily viewed over decades
with sites like FreeStockCharts or Google Finance. Industries can be explored through indexes or
ETF’s that follow them, such as XLY (SPDR Consumer Discretionary) or XRT (SPDR Retail).
The same goes for individual stocks.
Wikipedia is usually my first choice in getting background information. Just be careful to verify
anything that doesn’t look quite right. Searches such as “History of _______ (Product) and
“History of _______ (Industry/ Company) will also help you find resources to better understand
who did what and when.
Personally I like to draw mind maps on paper and then use Microsoft Excel to create timelines
since it helps automate the process. The key is to list key events in the past and then look at
ripple effects.




What happened?
Why did it happen?
What caused A and B and C and …?

Relationships between cause and effect are extremely important. If, and I’ll admit it’s a big IF,
you can figure out why things happened, then you exponentially increase your odds at scoring
big in the market.
Once you’ve mapped the past, it’s time to look at what’s going on in today’s world.
Assess the present situation

While mapping the past is important, you also need to understand what the playing field looks
like … today! Let’s look at:
 Companies
 Technologies
 Consumer attitudes.
COMPANIES
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Industry boundaries are best described as fluid within the entertainment industry.
Games, music, and video (games) spice up our modern lives. Music and video are somewhat
separated at the content level; however, delivery is convoluted at best. Devices of course serve
all three types of entertainment. As more and more is digitized, industry boundaries will continue
to fluctuate.
MUSIC

The music industry is made up of three types of players: Creators, Publishers, and Distributors.
For the most part, publishers (aka recording companies) dominate the value chain when it comes
to the major labels. Universal Music Group (EPA:VIV), Sony Music Entertainment ($SNE), and
Warner Music Group (Private) dominate the market. Independent players are estimated at about
35% of the market.
The future of the music industry is shaky. Right now, the major labels still cling to the
blockbuster model, underpaying artists — yet dangling the carrot of someday hitting it big.
Artists in this situation typically earn most of their money on concerts and merchandise, not the
music itself. CD royalties were quite small. Streaming (including radio) royalties are miniscule.
Most major radio stations are part of numerous holding companies.
Streaming companies such as Pandora ($P), Rdio, and Spotify are starting to dot the music
landscape. And unsurprisingly Apple ($AAPL) and Google ($GOOG) also are also trolling the
waters with Apple’s iTunes Radio and Google Play Music respectively. Many cloud music
services are out there, few will survive. Digitization ripped the music apart ruthlessly, and in my
opinion, is least likely to provide emergent investment opportunities.
TV

Americans and much of the western world are quite simply — couch potatoes. TV is a major part
of their lives. Similar to the music industry, the television industry is made up of Creators,
Producers, and Distributors. Television programming comes in four flavors; movies, shows,
sports, and … news. Generally speaking, television is either broadcast by networks, or delivered
via cable. Three major broadcasters are ABC ($DIS), CBS ($CBS), and NBC ($CMCSA).
Here’s a list of other TV broadcasters.
Movies typically come from studios such as:
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21st Century Fox ($FOXA)
NBC Universal ($CMCSA)






Paramount Motion Pictures ($VIA)
Sony Pictures Entertainment ($SNE)
The Walt Disney Studios ($DIS)
Warner Bros. Entertainment (($TWC)

Distributors are broadcast television stations, cable companies, and streaming companies such as
Netflix ($NFLX).
Tech giants are on the warpath to disrupt the TV industry by going over-the-top via the internet.
Amazon ($AMZN), Apple ($AAPL), Google ($GOOG) and Microsoft ($MSFT) are all eyeing
the prize — the digital living room.
VIDEO GAMES

Video Games are undergoing major change. Setting aside mobile games; the digital living room,
or game room, offers up huge potential. Statista estimates the worldwide video game industry at
over $100 billion with the market dominated by three players — Microsoft’s Xbox, Nintendo’s
Wii, and Sony’s PlayStation.
Other players see the potential as well. Open Source Ouya, and Valve are two players facing off
the giants.
Of course, consoles aren’t much without software. That’s where the publishers such as
Activision Blizzard ($ATVI), Electronic Arts ($EA), and Take-Two ($TTWO) step up to the
plate. Numerous other independent developers also populate the industry.
Many retailers sell video games, although the trend is decidedly cloud-based and digital
downloads. One major pure-play video game retailer is GameStop ($GME)
RETAILERS

Here’s a list of some larger, more well-known retailers selling home entertainment products:





Amazon ($AMZN)
Best Buy ($BBY)
Conn’s ($CONN)
Fry's Electronics (Private)






GameStop ($GME)
Micro Center (Private)
Outerwall ($OUTR)
Walmart ($WMT)

Home Entertainment content and devices are sold here, there, and everywhere. As mentioned
earlier, content is being digitized and either put in the cloud or downloaded directly to devices
which for the most are only partly differentiated. With radical new technologies on the horizon,
home entertainment is ripe for disruption.
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TECHNOLOGIES

Home Entertainment centers around the digital living/ game room, thereby limiting the number
of technologies. Obviously you need an internet connection, preferably wired. While Wi-Fi
typically meets minimum requirements, 4K, 8K, and VR/ holographic video will demand
maximum speed. Fiber may be the best option.
Video gamers play on consoles or gaming PC’s with cutting edge chips from chip makers such
as AMD ($AMD), Intel ($INTC), and NVidia (NVDA).
Other technologies such as Bluetooth, Near Field Communication (NFC), and Ultra Wideband
(UWB) center on devices and controllers. Check out Electronic Design, it explains a wide variety
of short-range wireless technologies.

CONSUMERS

In the end, consumers buy/ play video games one reason — fun, and emotional experience!
What games (software) consumers want to play dictates what platforms (hardware) they buy.
Another factor that plays a role in consumer purchases is connectivity. Games are increasingly
played with others – even around the world – thanks to the internet. Until AI (Artificial
Intelligence) reaches the point of matching human performance, and maybe not even then,
players will want to play with other gamers.
Nvidia’s Grid cloud gaming technology looks like it might usher in an era of cloud gaming. Just
like video, games will be streamed from web servers. Adam Shepherd of CloudPro says that the
8

future of gaming lies in the cloud and this trend “… allows smaller indie developers an equal
chance at getting published alongside larger triple-A titles, particularly as they no longer need to
compete for shelf space.”

“Always in motion is the future” – Master Yoda (Star Wars)

Possibilities for the future

Where is the industry headed? What are CEOs saying? What about analysts and the media?
Knowing what incumbents think will happen is extremely important because you’ll be able to
see who’s following the rules (status quo) and who’s breaking the rules (disruptors).
THE STATUS QUO

Consoles and gaming PC’s are the bedrock of home entertainment. Sitting on the couch or
standing in front of the TV is the status quo. Staring at a flat screen is the norm. Looking back,
we’ll see this as an unmoving experience. In fact we may do a 360, going back to the
entertainment of the past — virtually of course.
Throughout history people always found a way to entertain themselves. 2,000 years ago we
watched gladiators ripping each other apart. Now we do the same to our virtual enemies. Instead
of swords, we use guns, projectiles, and lasers. We used to go to dances, watch plays, play
sports, and other community-centered activities. In the future, we’ll be able to do these and more
— virtually.
Although big players are stepping up to the plate, they’re not swinging very hard. Today’s home
entertainment is often more of the same, well — maybe a little better.
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Most of today’s companies embracing change … incrementally. Today’s systems are still
focused on a 2D experience — the flat screen, although 3D virtual reality is widely touted by
industry players. Radical, disruptive innovations seldom take place in corporate environments.
It’s just too risky. Their goal is to serve current customers better, not to radically change the
customer experience. While the industry is competitive among larger players, the overall gaming
industry is highly fragmented, with lots of smaller players; maybe they will swing for the fence.
To assess the status quo, look at all the places regular investors get their information, such as:
1) Mainstream news
2) Analyst reports (analysts are characteristically the status quo)
3) Annual Reports and 10-Ks, especially the Management Discussion and Analysis
(MD&A) section.
Also be sure to look at company and industry association websites. Oh … be sure to check out
reports from the big consulting companies. You’ll be surprised on how much they openly talk
about what they think of the future, which is almost a self-fulfilling prophecy among large
industry players.
DISRUPTORS

Home Entertainment faces massive disruption from digitization, mobilization, and ultimately
time, which is the ultimate constraint on playing games or watching television. Mobile devices
reign supreme for one simple fact — they’re portable. Music is already highly portable, few
listen to home stereos as they did decades ago. MTV is a distant memory — decades ago we
actually had time to sit around, watching music videos → times certainly change. TV is already
adapting, although quite reluctantly at times, to on-demand television.
In the past, television was centered on appointment/ schedule-based viewing. Now, consumers
expect on-demand shows and movies. In the end, all TV will end up on-demand with the
exception of live news and sports.
Movies, television, and video games are on a collision course. New forms of entertainment are
emerging or just over the horizon. Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality will revolutionize
the way we play. Google glass and other AR systems such as CastAR will literally change the
way we see the world. Implications for entertainment are staggering. Plus, the big boys are
throwing lots of money at these technologies. In March 2014, Facebook bought Oculus Rift, a
virtual reality headset company, for $2 billion.
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ULTIMATE

Being in the matrix would be so cool! That’s ultimate entertainment to me. But investors can’t
wait that long. Thinking realistically — over the next couple of decades, the future of
entertainment will incorporate augmented and virtual reality.
Two forms of entertainment destined to continue making up the playing field are passive and
active. Ultimate passive entertainment will most likely be holographic. Just like today, we will
be able to veg on the couch or recliner and watch movies, shows, and of course — sports. Active
entertainment is what will be revolutionized the most. Augmented reality will change the world
right before our eyes — showing us only what we want to see and blocking out the rest. And,
virtual reality will allow us to soar to new heights as we create worlds limited only by our
imagination.
I imagine that the ultimate entertainment system will allow us infinite flexibility. At its core, it’ll
be holographic — allowing us to veg out. Extending this system will make entertainment as
interactive as we want. These systems will allow us to play with an AI opponent or against
fellow humans — the choice will be ours.
INNOVATION

Let’s take a look at three types of innovation:




Sustaining innovation
Disruptive Innovation
Big Bang Disruptions

Sustaining Innovations focus on making better products for the best customers. Incumbents do
their best to up-the-ante as they compete against well-defined competitors. In essence, they give
the customer what he or she wants.
Disruptive Innovations offer a new definition of what’s good. Typically such products are
cheaper, simpler, or more convenient than existing products on the market. They appeal to new
or less demanding customers. Over time, products improve; intersect with the needs of more
demanding customers and ultimately transform the industry.
Big Bang Disruptions are products that break the rules. They don’t follow industry norms. Big
Bang products are better and cheaper — meeting or exceeding the needs of demanding
consumers. Entire product markets and whole industries are wiped off the map — almost
overnight. Think of all the apps on smartphones that wiped out entire product categories such as
navigation systems.
Yesterday’s highway is littered with road kill. Once mighty giants got sucked up by others or just
died, relegated forever to the dustbin of history.
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DISRUPTION

Mega-Market

Home Entertainment generates tens of billions of dollars in the U.S., and is over $100 billion
worldwide. People love to be entertained and to play games. Since we spend so much of our time
around the house, the market will continue to expand as the number of homes increases, and as
more homes are modernized.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, there are over 130 million housing units in the United
States. And globally, there are over 7 billion people, with the vast majority living in some type of
housing. Even if only ¼ of housing is suitable for home entertainment, that’s a huge number.
Ultra high-definition video offers picturesque displays that may eventually give us a sense of
actually being at our favorite places. Voxiebox, The Holographic Entertainment System, gives us
a glimpse of future possibilities.

Game Changers

 1930’s, First tube televisions sold
 1950’s, Color televisions arrived, most programming still B&W
 1970’s, Magnavox Odyssey / Atari launch the video game industry
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1980’s, Video games go mainstream – Atari & Nintendo dominate
1990’s, Nintendo expands, Sony enters the market
2000’s, Big 3 → Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sony lead market.
2010’s, Next Generation consoles from Big 3. Ouya (Open) and Steam hit the market.

Television is nearly 100 years old. Music players and radio are even older. First came analog,
then digital. Black & white gave way to color. In the 1990’s, high-definition arrived and went
mainstream in the 2000’s. Now, televisions are approaching photographic quality with ultrahigh-definition.
30 years ago, video games looked pathetic compared to today’s systems. 30 years from now,
we’ll be saying the same. In the beginning, video games were simple with low-resolution video
— but video games were unfamiliar & therefore new and exciting. Now, some games are
extremely realistic — to the point where you might actually think you’re watching television.
What will the future bring? What will be disruptive? And how fast will it rip apart companies?
Larry Downes and Paul Nunes wrote an entire book on what’s called Big Bang Disruption. I
highly recommend reading the 11 page (pdf) report on Big Bang Disruption.
What will change the world of home entertainment?





Makers
Robotics
3D printing

MAKER MOVEMENT

Makers engage in engineering-oriented pursuits such as electronics, robotics, and 3D printing.
Hundreds of Hackerspaces (also called Makerspaces or Fab labs, or TechShops ) are popping up
all over the world. Here are some maps of the world pinpointing hackerspaces: Fab Labs Map,
List of Hackerspaces, and MakerMap.
DIY in emerging as a force that may reshape the dynamics of how entertainment is created and
delivered. Smart TVs and computers share much in common. Ultimately television sets are
simply screens and screens come in all shapes and sizes.
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Watching movies & shows, as well as playing games is undergoing massive change. Plus, video
content will change from more and more original, independent programming. Cameras are taking
to the air — drones will revolutionize filming.
Video games are a favorite playground for hackers. As fast as it came in, touch is being eclipsed
by gestures. Hackers are taking the Xbox Kinect to new heights. Search “gesture Arduino” and
you’ll find lots of lots of modules, sensors, etc. that add gesture control to Arduino boards.
Gesture recognition is a really cool way to interact with computing and communication devices.
And, gesture control will help wearables gain traction in the market. Add in voice recognition for
a powerful combination.
Maker Faire hosts events all over the world. The maker tool kit includes: Arduino and other
microcontrollers, Raspberry Pi and other miniaturized computers.
While many makers are amateurs (hobbyists and enthusiasts), their ingenuity often creates
compelling products that transforms some makers into visioneurs. Indiegogo and Kickstarter are
leading crowd-funding platforms that start-ups use to fund projects that may challenge the status
quo, although it may take years to gain traction in the market.








AirTame, Wireless HDMI, raised over $1.2 million.
Atheer One, next-generation smart VR glasses received over $200,000.
GameStick, Portable TV game console, raised over $600,000.
Oculus Rift, received almost $2.5 million in 2012, bought by Facebook in 2014.
ParaShoot, Wireless Micro HD Camera received over $150,000.
Pono Music, aiming to reinvigorate music through HD audio, raised over $6,000,000.
Pocket TV, reminds me of Amazon Fire, or Google Chromecast, received over $500,000

Film and video projects on Indiegogo and Kickstarter are also accelerating independent media.
This is only the beginning. Music as an industry hit its peak years ago, although high-definition
may rekindle the spirit. Most game changers will be in the video space. The video (TV) and
video gaming industries are being shaken apart by digital earthquakes. A perfect storm is
brewing for Makers from the explosion of open electronics and crowd-funding platforms.
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ROBOTICS

Robotics will change the way we play. While TV may remain passive for the most part,
videogames will merge with toys in both augmented and virtual reality to take playing to the next
level. Consider connected toys such as Ollie and Sphero. Videogames might merge with toys to
convert the entire home into a playing field — maybe even the entire outside world. The
possibilities are endless.
Micro-drones will expand the playing field. Consider Airdroids’ Pocket Drone which received
close to $1,000,000 from the Kickstarter community. Parrot, makers of the AR Drone unveiled
its’ acrobatic MiniDrone that looks really cool with its removable wheels. We’re in for a wild
ride as our robot friends fly, swim, and walk.
ROBOTS ON THE MARKET FOR COMMERCIAL OR RESEARCH:





“The NAO Humanoid Robot from Aldebaran Robotics is a companion, assistant and
research platform.”
Poppy, “The Poppy project aims at building an Open-source humanoid platform based on
robust, flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software.”
REEM-C, is a humanoid robot that shows some of the possibilities for robots in the home

SNEAK PEAK ON WHAT’S IN LABS, HACKERSPACES, AND THE MINDS OF
AMATEUR GENIUSES:
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Dash Robotics develops DIY, beta-level robots that are bio-inspired.
DIY drones is the largest community for amateur Unmanned Vehicles, Air and Land —
and there’s even an ArduBoat.
Harvard Microrobotics Lab, “… focuses on design, fabrication, control, and analysis of
biologically-inspired microrobots and soft robots.”
Be sure to check out IEEE, DIY and Home robots.
Institute for Robotics & Intelligent Machines.
MIT Personal Robotics Group is an excellent group to follow.





Robot Dragonfly, a “Palm-sized robot that flies like a bird and hovers like an insect;
Designed for aerial photography, advanced gaming, R&D and security.” received over
$1,000,000 in funding.
Robugtix is in the early stages of selling Hexapod and Octapod robots.

EMPOWERING TECHNOLOGIES INCLUDE:












Arduino, the granddaddy of open-source microcontrollers.
BeagleBone is a credit-card-sized Linux computer.
GestureR, a small Arduino-compatible gesture sensing module.
Microduino is a microcontroller about the size of a quarter, whereas a full-size Arduino is
about the size of a credit-card.
And, just imagine the possibilities with future home supercomputers powered by systems
like Parallella that was funded via Kickstarter for almost $900,000. The 66-core version
of the Parallella computer delivers over 90 GFLOPS on a board the size of a credit
card…”
Printoo is an Arduino-based platform of paper-thin, low-power boards and modules.
Raspberry Pi is “…a capable little computer which can be used in electronics projects …”
“…with powerful developer tools, ROS has what you need for your next robotics project.
And it's all open source.”
Trinket, by Adafruit, is another tiny, multipurpose microcontroller.

The material above is just the tip of the iceberg. Robots are rapidly moving beyond industrial and
military applications. Our personal lives will change forever as robots become part of our lives.
Looking back, few foresaw how videogames would change the world of play forever. Compare
Pong, a simple two-dimensional graphics tennis game to today’s 3D graphics and motion sensing
systems such as the Xbox Kinect. Videogames from even 20 years ago look and feel radically
different from today’s systems. The same will hold true 20 years from now.
Look at and study today’s innovators and you might catch a tiny glimpse of the future and that’s
all it takes. Imagine tomorrow’s graphics. Will we be able to tell the difference between virtual
reality and the real world? Think about extreme sports — up close and personal. Wearables and
drones will help us feel like we’re actually Skydiving, Snowboarding, Surfing, etc. Maybe we’ll
even be able to feel the thrill of Space Diving.
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3D PRINTING

3D Printing (3DP) is taking the world by storm!
According to the media, 3DP is the next industrial revolution. Up until 2005, 3D printers (known
as Additive Manufacturing) were industrial, expensive and proprietary. Then two Open Source
projects launched to change the world of 3D Printing. The RepRap project was launched in 2005
and Fab@Home in 2006. RepRap (short for replicating rapid prototyper) uses FFF (fused
filament fabrication) with the goal of printing most of its own components.
For now, personal 3DP is mostly plastic and other soft material. However, key laser sintering
patents started expiring in February 2014, which will usher in a new wave of innovation.
Whether or not home printers arrive en masse, 3D printers will play a major role in home
entertainment. First of all, we’ll be able to print out characters from virtual worlds. Sandboxr lets
you lift your creation off the screen and into your hands. 3DP will also empower makers to
create new generation systems. Robot hockey even sprang to life from 3D printed parts.
While many drones are considered toys, the potential to incorporate them into AR and VR
systems is huge. Instead of limiting our play to the living room, we’ll be able to create huge
playing fields. Swarm robotics may even be employed to create more life-like experiences.
DIY Robotics already sells quad-copters with mounted cameras. Many more will be forthcoming
and the price will sink to levels that bring the technology to the masses. Cameras are flying all
over the place. GoPro ($GPRO) even talked about creating GoPro drones at the 2015 CES.
Jasper van Loenen created a DIY drone kit that even transforms everyday objects into flying
objects.
More importantly is the fact that 3DP gives ordinary users the tools of creation. As an investor,
it’s important to keep on top of what’s going on in the 3D printing world. This technology can
and will change a lot of industries, including home entertainment. 3D Systems ($DDD) and
Stratasys ($SSYS) are the biggest players — so keep an eye on them. Also be sure to check out
Parrot (EPA:PARRO) and their innovative drones. Some up-to-date news sources are: Reddit,
3ders, 3D Printer, and 3D Printing Industry.
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Ripple effects

Seeing through the fog means looking at ripple effects. If this, then that. The farther ahead you
look, the bigger the opportunities. What are the 2nd or 3rd order effects? Breakthroughs in
technology end up changing the way we live, work, and play. Smartphones are barely a decade
old. Tablets are even more recent. From these came Android and iOS — the development
platform of choice for the next generation of innovation. OUYA, the $99 gaming console is
powered by Android. Smartphones are even used as on-board computers for drones and function
as an auto-pilot.
At CES 2015, Nvidia talked about the Tegra X1 bringing console and PC-grade graphics to
handheld devices. This will prove interesting in blurring the lines between consoles, PCs,
Phones/Tablets. Another example is Ubuntu’s foray into the Smartphone market with its Linux
platform.
8th generation video game consoles face intense competitors that may ultimately challenge the
very nature of video gaming as new players shake up the marketplace.
Understanding ripple effects will help you find the biggest opportunities. Look up & down the
value chain. Companies, like earthquakes, create tremors and aftershocks. All along the value
chain, suppliers and customers suffer and prosper together. Business Analysis is big business!
However, so-called strategic planning and most traditional business analysis tools are, in my
opinion, anything but strategic.
Guess what? Investors are the true strategic analysts. Every day, investors put skin-in-the-game.
They put their time, energy, and money where it counts and that makes all the difference. To go
after the big fish; the companies that will skyrocket, or nose-dive — you need to use your
imagination.
"The four most dangerous words in investing are: 'this time it's different.'"
— Sir John Templeton
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PEST

Let’s look at the Big Picture first. Think through the past two decades. What happened in the
1990’s and 2000’s? One tool for doing this is PEST. It zooms out to help see what’s really going
on in the world.
Political

Economic

During the 1990’s the
Soviet Union was
dismantled, casting
aside communism.

After a slow start due
to a recession, the
90’s economy surged
ahead in 1994 to
create a technology
boom.

The North American
Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) ended
economic barriers
with Canada and
Mexico. It promised
more prosperity.
The European Union
became more tightly
integrated with the
Euro currency.

Then the party
crashed in 2000 in
what’s called the Dotcom bust. After a few
years, the economy
raced ahead, largely
driven by housing and
low interest rates.
In 2008 the great
financial crash ended
the party.
Central Banks and
governments around
the world stepped in
with near 0% interest
rates and other
financial stimulation,
setting stage for a
significant asset
recovery, although the
real economy still
struggles.

Society
The internet
supercharged
globalization with its
promise of great
wealth.
Yet, globalization
isn’t without its
downsides. Western
wages stagnated,
while much of Asia
prospered.
Feelings of inequality
spread - culminating
in resentment against
the top 1%.
Privacy, or lack of,
increasingly became
part of everyday life.
With mobile devices,
corporations and
governments easily
track individuals as
we enter the age of
Big Data.
Smartphones also
affect productivity in
the workplace and
distracted driving.

Technology
In the 1990’s PC’s &
the Internet took
center stage in what’s
often called the
“Information
Revolution”
New forms of
entertainment,
commerce, research,
work, and
communication
became
commonplace.
No sooner than the
world became wired,
cords were being cut
and the mobile
revolution began.
Smartphones would
hardly be considered
smart in the late
1990’s and early
2000’s. Nonetheless,
they quickly evolved
until they barely look
like phones, they look
like miniature PC’s.

Naturally, the above PEST chart is a highly condensed version of what actually took place. I’ll
leave it up to you to explore the vast resources on the net.
Billionaire George Soros uses a term called reflexivity which refers to circular relationships
between cause and effect. Connecting the dots isn’t easy. If it was, then lots of people would be
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doing it, and getting paid only a pittance — fortunately for investors, that’s not the case →
there’s big money to be made.
HOW TO EXPLORE RIPPLE EFFECTS:

"While most people understand first-order effects, few deal well with second-and third-order
effects. Unfortunately, virtually everything interesting in business lies in fourth-order effects and
beyond"—Carl W. Stern (Boston Consulting Group)
Back in 1996, the World Future Society (WFS) published a guide titled: “The Art of
Forecasting” which states that “Unintended, unknown, and delayed consequences may prove to
be even more important in the long run than the direct and intended effects.” And that “… most
of the time victory belongs to the people who think ahead …”
CAUSE & EFFECT

Ripple effects are all about causality — cause and effect.
One example the WFS report used was television with many unanticipated effects:
1. People had a new source of entertainment in their homes.
2. People stayed home more and didn’t go to bars and clubs as often.
3. People depended less on others for entertainment and met less often.
Exploring the example further, other ripple effects include an increase in fast-food, and
convenience items which led to more sedentary lifestyles. Skipping ahead, all this led to
hundreds of millions of overweight and obese individuals. In the long run, television helped
create multi-billion dollar industries such as fast-food, and weight-loss (including surgery).
A more current example would be mobile phones:
1. We could make and receive calls regardless of location.
2. People travelled more, and were more in touch with their friends and family.
3. Our lives got busier as we planned activities at the last minute.
As this trend continues, look for more and more demand for convenience. Retailing is
changing right before our eyes. South Koreans work long hours and are not in the mood to go
shopping after work. Spotting an opportunity, Tesco created virtual grocery stores at subway
stations.

“The future is already here — it's just not very evenly distributed.” — William Gibson
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FLASHBACK

Another way to study ripple effects is to work backwards from the effect to its underlying cause.
Think of all the modern technology that revolutionized the way we live, work, and play. Here’s a
short list:








Automobile
GPS
Internet
Mobile Phone
Personal Computer
Television
Transistor

Look at the history of each of these technologies. Each point in history is a dot and the ultimate
goal is to connect the dots. Take any technology and work backwards. What did it take to make
that technology successful?
“If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” — Isaac Newton
What is the internet? What did it take to create it? Millions of personal computers, gateways,
routers, and switches. Thousands upon thousands of miles of fiber-optic cable were installed
around the world. As each technology was deployed, it represented a dot.
Take any two technologies and look for connections. Think GPS + Mobile phone or Television +
Mobile Phone. How were they integrated? What were the implications?

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY

Up to this point we’ve talked about possibilities, understanding the playing field, and disrupting
the status quo. Now it’s time to talk about what’s most important — making money.
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The world’s largest maze is the market! It’s the ultimate challenge. There’s no cheating. No one
can do your homework for you. But the truth is most financial investors look for short-cuts —
someone to tell them what to buy, and when to buy it. It doesn’t work that way. If someone
really knew what was going on, I mean really knew — why would they tell others and pass up
the opportunity to make a killing in the market? They wouldn’t!
No one really knows what’s around the corner. That’s why investors need to keep both eyes
open, constantly — looking for change and zigzagging to avoid market minefields. Smart
investors think for themselves.
Relying on others for advice is risky. Without understanding the driving forces, you might jump
out of the plane when all you need to do is tighten your seatbelt or you might stay in the plane
until it hits the ground! Think for yourself.

Shark-infested Waters

Before we look at the next big thing, let’s look at the power of disruptive technology and its
potential to kill companies and industries alike. Although relatively new, Smartphones helped
wipe out or nearly wipe out:
Land-line telephones
Several brands of cordless phones are listed on consumer retail sites such as Amazon and Best
Buy — AT&T, Motorola, Panasonic, Uniden, VTech, etc. As you can imagine, companies in this
industry (or at least that product division) got decimated by fully evolved smartphones such as
the iPhone and Android. Here’s a glimpse of what happed to a few players:
Gigaset’s main business is home electronics, including corded and cordless phones …There
stock (FWB: GGS) absolutely tanked. Uniden (TYO:6815) also dropped like a rock.
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Navigation systems:




Garmin (GRMN) survived, but its wings were clipped.
TOMTOM (AMS:TOM2) peaked at over $60 in 2007. In April 2015, it’s around $8.
Magellan (Private) Consumer division sold to Taiwanese company — Mio Technology
(MiTAC) in 2008.

Other Mobile Electronics:


Cobra Electronics was around $4 in October 2014 (it was $13 in 2005) and was sold to
Monomoy Capital Partners.
Also impacted were:




Rand McNally (Private).
And many others; look at Car Electronics & GPS products on retailer websites such as
Amazon or Best Buy. Every one of those companies was impacted.

Point and shoot cameras:
Smartphones are killing camera companies, at least on the low-end. While no match for DSLRs,
smartphones more than meet the needs of average consumers taking snapshots of friends and
family, pets, and of course — vacations. Point-and-shoot cameras simply don’t add much value
over smartphone cameras — and it eliminates carrying around a second device.
More than a hundred years old, Kodak went bankrupt in 2012 and is gone forever as a consumer
company. Other camera companies (or divisions) suffered greatly as well. Some of the struggling
and walking dead are:





Canon ($CAJ)
Fuji ($FUJIY)
Nikon (OTCMKTS:$NINOY)
Sony ($SNE)

Retailers
Retailers also suffered from the barrage of technology change.
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Independent music retailer Sam Goody went under in 2006.
Tower Records, declared bankruptcy in 2004 and 2006, which ended in liquidation.
And many other retailers were annihilated as well.

Next Big Thing

Markets are dynamic. Threats in one area equal opportunities in others. If one company or even
an entire industry bites the dust, other companies and industries will seize the profit
opportunities.
Spotting winners and losers (early) is what it’s all about. Finding big winners isn’t easy, although
the internet is full of temptations. Search next (you name the company – Apple, Google,
Microsoft …) or maybe big money stocks. Everyone’s got an opinion.
The home entertainment industry is extremely large. Billions of people live indoors and that
means plenty of opportunity for the right products — the ones that help us escape our real-world
lives and feed our egos with next generation entertainment.
Entertainment is a wide field. A good start may be with consumer electronics retailers such as
Amazon, Best Buy, and Game Stop. Each of these products represents a market. It’s the status
quo; few disruptive products end up at big box stores. Who can or will disrupt these products?
Look at sites like Indiegogo and Kickstarter to find the products and companies that pose a threat
to traditional players.
Get creative, find new ways of sorting out the garbage on the internet. What are the real
innovators doing? Check out patents, and open-source communities. Find discussion groups and
forums where people talk about the latest happenings in business and technology. Look all over
the world. In the internet age, ideas fly around the world at warp speed. Over half the population
lives in and around Asia. Companies will either be hyper-innovative or they’ll get tossed out of
the game. Either way — investors can score big.
Read and dissect news stories. Look for hidden implications. Retailing is getting ripped apart.
Last year — Chuck Schneider, in CE Pro, said that the End of CE Retail Is Here. Really, the end
of retail! Maybe? eMarketer wrote that Showrooming May Hurt Electronics Retailers Most.
Think about the relationship between manufacturers and consumers. Are retailers even needed?
Why? Just look at RadioShack — will it be missed?
In the end, finding the next big thing is about imagination. “Imagination is more important than
knowledge. For knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand, while imagination
embraces the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and understand.” — Albert Einstein
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Winners and losers

Here are some key questions to ask when looking for winners and losers:
1. How can _______ kick ass?
2. Will they do what it takes? (Winners)
3. Or … will they crash and burn? (Losers)
Three ways of evaluating potential big winners, aka game changers, are ViPR, Story Time, and
Finding Midas.
VIPR






Values
Innovative spirit
Processes
Resources

Innovation guru Clayton Christensen offers a model called RPV (Resource, Processes, and
Values) to analyze an organization's innovation capabilities.
RPV theory states that:
1) A company must possess (or be able to acquire) the resources to attack a given opportunity.
2) A company needs processes that facilitate seizing an opportunity.
3) A company's values prioritize what is and what is not considered an opportunity.
I added innovative spirit to the equation because greatness arises from the non-quantifiable
energy sparked when individual personalities, imagination, and energy merge. Spirit is what
separates the so-so from the big winners — game changers!
Sun Tzu said it best → “Avoid what is strong. Attack what is weak.”
Going head to head with competitors is risky for large combatants and suicidal for visioneurs.
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VALUES:

Acting as a guiding light, values are in essence — a company’s identity. Values dictate what a
company will and won’t do. It defines what is and isn’t seen as an opportunity. While a $50
million market may look like an opportunity to a $500 million company, it would barely appear
on the radar of a $5 billion company.
Values may be inferred from a number of sources, including statements to customers and
financial investors. A company’s website is a powerful marketing tool. Like a mirror, the
company’s home page reflects the company’s identity.
INNOVATIVE SPIRIT:

Innovative Spirit is harder to discover. One method I find useful is to compare the company to
the industry at large. What (if anything) is the company doing different from other industry
players? Is the company more likely to follow the rules or break the rules? Is the company part of
a dynamic, future-oriented industry or is the industry desperately clinging to the past?
Like the clothes we wear, a company’s website tells us a lot. While a slick website isn’t
everything, successful companies’ sites tend to be more customer-focused, and not plastered with
self-important claims. It’s not necessarily about pizzazz, it’s about emotional response — how
does visiting the site make you feel?
PROCESSES:

“Your net worth to the world is usually determined by what remains after your bad habits are
subtracted from your good ones.” — Benjamin Franklin.
Processes are like habits. Look at the company’s history. How did the company tackle past
challenges? What do they talk about doing? Who does the company hire? What’s the company’s
culture? Are employees engaged, or do they just punch the clock?
RESOURCES:

Resources are either tangible or intangible. Naturally tangible resources such as buildings, cash,
or inventory are easily measured. However, intangible resources represent the company’s real
potential. Brand names are highly prized and patents lock-out potential copycats — yet, the
ultimate resource is people. Employees make or break company. Imagine taking away a
company’s employees, what’s left — not much!
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STORY TIME

Imagine a giant tornado-like funnel. At the top of this ferocious, whirling mass of energy are
global events and our reactions to them. The vortex spins with all sorts of information — faster
and faster. Then, all of the turbulence converges into a single point: PRICE.
Charts are like footprints in the sand.
Following these footsteps can lead to deep underlying messages with wide ranging implications.
As you follow the footsteps, think deeply. Think as many steps down the road as you can.
Look at trends, and more specifically — changes in the trend. When prices suddenly shift,
there’s a reason behind it. Ask why, and keep on asking until you find answers.
Two charting sites I find most useful are:



Finviz (Monthly, Weekly, and Daily charts + lots of articles)
Y Charts (Economic and Stock Fundamentals)

Two other sites I find useful for commentary are:



Motley Fool (Full of opinions from other investors)
Stock Twits (Similar to Twitter, except stock-oriented)

Also, you might use Google Trends with specific search terms such as executive names,
products, etc. Interviews are especially helpful since they give you direct insight into what
company leaders are thinking.
FINDING MIDAS

“Entrepreneurial CEO Investing is at the heart of a system we call ‘finding the mega-stocks,’ that
is, stocks that appreciate to 10-20-100-1,000 times your investment.” — Russell Cleveland
(Finding Midas)
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At the heart of most big winners is a man (or woman) with the golden touch. Many are founders,
although a fair number show up later. Either way, visionaries acting as CEOs are famous for
taking companies skyward. Naturally the key is to find these visionary leaders early.
“Winners in business play rough and don’t apologize for it.” Hardball: Five Killer Strategies for
Trouncing the Competition. Stalk/ Lachenauer
CEOs such as Jeff Bezos ($AMZN) Sergey Brin/ Larry Page ($GOOG), Michael Dell, Bill Gates
($MSFT), Steve Jobs ($AAPL), and Elon Musk ($TSLA) represent some of the most successful
companies in recent history. Each of them produced explosive results from:




Imagination
Energy
Drive

Of course, it’s not just the CEO; it’s the entire leadership team. Bottom line: who’s running the
show? Who are they hiring? What companies are they acquiring?
To find out who companies are hiring, you can do general searches such as “Hiring” “Company
Name” or you can search some of the popular career web sites such as Glassdoor or Indeed,
(note: you may need to use the advanced search option). Also, you may want to look at the
caliber of people already at the company using sites such as LinkedIn.
Company acquisitions are usually big news, so you’ll typically see them all over the place. Plus
you can do a general search such as: “company name” “acquisitions”.
Collecting the data is the easy part. Asking and finding answers to the question why is much
harder. Why are ____ working at company X? Why is company X looking for ___ employees?
Why does company A want to acquire company B?
Understanding why gives you a head start over other investors. It will enable you to anticipate
industry shifts, company moves, and technology breakthroughs before the herd — and that’s raw
power. As mentioned in the introduction, Former hedge fund manager Andy Kessler says that
“… if you look out into the fog and you can just make out even the outline of what an industry is
going to look like, you can buy companies today that will benefit from these structural changes
…”
In his book Running Money, Kessler wrote that “You have to look not at change but at how fast
change is changing … the first derivative is speed. The second derivative is acceleration.” Going
on he says that “When you think long-term, the edge is really investing because others can’t
know. I suppose they could know if they thought hard enough but, oddly, no one does. It’s not
the actual declining cost of power or transportation, chips or bandwidth, etc., that is hard to
figure out. It’s the change they enable.” (pp. 26-27 Running Money, hardcover edition, 2004)
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FINAL THOUGHTS

Now let’s get this party started — and make some money!
Home Entertainment offers nearly endless possibilities for products and solutions that add
excitement to our lives. Visualize game changers and the corresponding ripple effects that offer
opportunities most investors overlook. Check out what’s happening on the edge. What’s
happening in hackerspaces? What’s popular on crowd-funding sites? Use your imagination.
What will consumers want in the future? Reddit’s Futurology is a great place to see imaginations
run wild.
Search “Failed Predictions” for an eyeful of wild projections — such as the food pill! Uh … even
if the science worked, how would a pill compete with pizza? As you anticipate the future, keep
in mind that just because something is possible, doesn’t mean there’s a real market for it.
Technology needs to satisfy a human need. Open Electronics, Robotics, and 3D Printing will
change the world around us in unexpected ways. Ultimately it’s about spotting winners and
losers early.
Understand the landscape first. Look at the big picture — past, present, and future. And,
remember that dynamic, future industries are more likely to create compelling opportunities to be
capitalized. Use your imagination to figure these out. Use PEST, ViPR, Story Time, Finding
Midas, and other tools to evaluate potential game changers.
Great companies swing and miss, a lot. But when they do connect, they score home runs.
Looking back over the past 10 years, imagine getting in early on Amazon, Apple, Google, or
more recently, Tesla. Finding them won’t be easy, but if you do find them — Cha-Ching!
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